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Dilemma of wireless communication

■ Most of the existing algorithms to solve the field of wireless communication are 
iterative optimization algorithms, although in convergence and convergence The 
performance is satisfactory, but it is difficult to be applied commercially due to the high 
computational complexity.

Goal

■ Use the properties of existing iterative algorithm to design the deep-unfolding 
network to reduce the computational complexity on the premise of ensuring that the 
performance loss is within a certain range. 

Background

Iterative 
algorithm

Scenario：Massive MIMO

Excellent performance and convergence
High time and space complexity 

（Key technologies to improve system capacity 
and spectrum efficiency in 5G）

Deep Unfolding

trade off between 
performance and complexity

High performance and convergence
Low time and space complexity 

Deep-unfolding 
algorithm



Traditional
Methods

[1] Model-Based

[2] Machine-Learning

Pros：Practical and accurate

Deep Unfolding
Cons：Hard to model, 
traditional modeling assumptions 
are no longer valid(e.g., 
instability and irregularity of 
interference)

Pros：Simple reasoning and 
general architecture
Cons：Only consider input and 
output, generalization ability and 
interpretability are poor

An efficient combination of [1] and [2].
Less iterations than [1]. 
Less learning parameters than [2]. 
It has better interpretability and 
convergence.

Core:  Deep Unfolding



PDD algorithm on hybrid precoding design

[3] Shi Q, Hong M. Spectral efficiency optimization for millimeter wave multiuser MIMO systems[J]. IEEE Journal of Selected
Topics in Signal Processing, 2018, 12(3): 455-468.

1. Pure digital coding: the application of 
landing equipment is expensive

2. WMMSE：only single layer

generalization

(1) Select reasons

(2) Maximizing spectral efficiency of hybrid precoding[3]

Physical Diagram

Constraints

1. Hybrid precoding: the cost of landing 
equipment is low

2. PDD： The double-layer iterative 
network has not been explored



Supplementary Material

Use the ADMM algorithm of convex 
optimizationà The nonconvex coupled PDD 
problem is transformed into a left-hand 
bilevel algorithm, which iteratively updates 6 
blocks to solve the global optimal solution

A dual-layer penalty dual decomposition 
(PDD) algorithm



Pipeline：DLDUNN (Dual-layer deep-unfolding neural network



Flatten the real part and imaginary part 

of channel H into the DNN.

Activation function：sigmoid



Experimental Result
(1) Settings：

Gaussian channel: signal streams：d = 2

transmit antennas：Nreceive antennas: M

(2) Spectrum Efficiency

take PDD’s average results of 100 randomly initialized channel

2 Spectrum efficiency versus multi-users

FD : fully-digital precoding
RBD : heuristic algorithm[4]
PSL : PDD of same layer

[4] J. Zhang, M. Haardt, I. Soloveychik, and A. Wiesel, “A channelmatching based hybrid analog-digital strategy for massive multi-userMIMO downlink 
systems,” 2016 IEEE Sensor Array and MultichannelSignal Processing Workshop (SAM), Jul 2016, pp. 1–5.



4 Performance comparison of DLDUNN and Black-box，K=1

Experimental Result

③ Spectrum efficiency versus RF chains, 
K = 2, SNR = 20dB



(3) Generalization Analysis

(3.1) After being trained with a larger user number (K), the model can be directly applied to 
the system of smaller users without being retrained. 
(3.2) Apply the trained model with SNR = 20dB to various SNR values for experiments. 

(4) Computational Complexity Analysis

5 Spectrum efficiency versus multi-users



(1) A general dual-layer deep-unfolding method is proposed. Its idea of reducing complexity 
and maintaining high performance is suitable for most high complexity communication 
algorithms (mostly double-layer loops). The “if-else” branch, bisection and BCD-type 
algorithm of PDD algorithm represent the highly complex situation of double-layer iterative 
algorithm, and DLDUNN has good robustness.

(2) The transition from fully digital precoding to hybrid precoding is applicable to the 5G/6G 
trend of lower cost and commercialization.

Dual-layer iterative algorithm framework

Contributions

Dual-layer deep-unfolding framework


